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Mission
Incofin cvso strives for significant
social added value. The fund aims to
help enterprising people in emerging
economies to improve their own living
conditions. This impact is realized by
investing in microfinance institutions
(MFIs) that offer customised financial
services to small local businesses.
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Dear shareholder,
In this annual report, we both look back at the past year, and enjoy a peek a little further back into
the past. After all, it's a special year for Incofin cvso. 30 years ago, vdk bank, non-profit organisation
ACT (later Trios) and non-profit organisation Disop gave birth to Incofin cvso. In the beginning, in
1992, Incofin was mainly active in financing SMEs in developing countries. In 2002, a new direction
was taken, with direct investments made in microfinance institutions. Although microfinance is better
known today, that was not the case at all in the 1990s. Incofin cvso has played a major pioneering
role in this area, both inside Belgium and beyond the country's borders.
This new strategy aimed at microfinance has also proved to be successful: the portfolio of loans and
participations grew from 0.1 million euros at the end of 2001 to 29 million euros 10 years later. Last
year, this figure reached an impressive 74 million euros.
Furthermore, this growth has been profitable growth, with profits recorded every year over the past
two decades, except in 2020 when COVID-19 dominated events. This fiscal year, we are once again
looking at positive financial results, and we can propose a dividend of 1%.
Incofin cvso currently represents 2,600 shareholders and reaches 3.4 million customers in Africa, Asia,
Latin America, and Eastern Europe through 44 partner organisations, 7 of which are new partners
this year. The mission, however, remains unchanged: to support vulnerable people in emerging
economies who want to fulfil their dreams of starting a business.
The focus on cooperating with local microfinance partners has proven to be successful in getting
things moving for these people. It's made a real impact on the ground. One shining example is
Banco FIE in Bolivia, in which Incofin cvso took a stake in what was then called FIE Bolivia exactly
15 years ago. Today, Banco FIE is the largest microfinance institution in the country. It continues to
support small entrepreneurs who would otherwise have had no access to dependable and affordable
financial services. Read the story about this partnership further in the report.
You can also find an item on 'Technical assistance'. We are increasing the impact of our investments
by supplementing them with support for projects in the field of risk management, digitisation, social
performance, etc. This process has been ongoing for ten years, with a total of 900,000 euros already
made available over the years. Last year, for example, we helped make sure that our partner ACME
could continue to operate in Haiti following the devastating earthquake that destroyed several of
its offices. ACME used the funding released by Incofin cvso to buy a truck that was converted into a
mobile office.
On behalf of Incofin cvso, I do hope you enjoy reading the report.

Michiel Geers,
chair of Incofin cvso
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Incofin cvso around the globe
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Overview of 2021
New investment country: Indonesia

With a 1.7 million euro loan to Bina Artha, Incofin is
again investing in Indonesia after several years.
You may know Indonesia for its idyllic beaches, but
the country is also known for its impressive economic
growth figures since the 1997 Asian crisis. The country
is now one of the top 20 economies in the world.
Economic growth has dramatically reduced poverty
in the country. Before the COVID crisis, 10% of the
Indonesian population lived in poverty (while this group
was still twice as large at the turn of the century). The
coronavirus crisis (which is again pushing perhaps
5-8 million people into poverty) therefore means a
regression from this positive development. It shows
that economic progress is still very fragile for a large
part of the population.

Bina Artha - founded in 2011 - is one of Indonesia's
leading financial institutions. The MFI provides
microcredit to more than 350,000 low-income families
in the countryside. Many of these families have
access to formal financial services for the first time. In
Indonesia, more than half of the adult population does
not have a bank account. Loans go almost exclusively
to women (97%).

Incofin cvso promotes fair trade in vanilla

Incofin cvso invests in the Fairtrade Access Fund (FAF),
the fund that gives farmers in Latin America and Africa
more opportunities. Over the past year, the fund has
significantly expanded its portfolio in Africa. Never
before had the African continent represented 35% of
the investment portfolio. Last year, the percentage
was still 29%. This expansion was accompanied
by a double first for the AFF: this first investment in
vanilla is also the first time the fund has been active in
Madagascar.

It is mainly low-income women who have difficulties
in finding their way to financial services. This is mainly
due to a lack of independence and education. This is
precisely why Bina Artha mainly targets these women.

Vanilla is one of the most popular spices in the world,
but the farmers receive only a small part of the high
price that the end consumer pays for it. Chances are
high that the vanilla in your ice cream comes from the
Sava region in northeast Madagascar. Responsible for
80% of the world's Bourbon vanilla production, Sava is
by far the largest supplier.
Lafaza buys premium vanilla from smallholder farming
communities at fair trade prices. In addition to the
price, Lafaza ensures that vanilla farmers learn proper
cultivation techniques. It takes up to four years for a
new vanilla orchid vine to start producing flowers. They
are in flower for less than 24 hours and pollination
must take place at that time, when the flower bud
opens. The manual labour and the delicate production
process are the reason for the high cost of vanilla.
Many farmers sleep in their fields before harvest to
deter thieves.
Thanks to Lafaza, a thousand farmers receive a fair
reward for their efforts.

Incofin cvso continues to invest in India

Regions where Bina Artha has local offices
in dark blue.

“Thanks to Bina Artha's transparent approach to clients and investors, the
institution quickly receives the necessary support. Incofin is proud to be
a partner of Bina Artha. Together with them we are making our mark in
Indonesia and creating opportunities for many entrepreneurs and families
in Indonesia. ”
- Vuthy Chea, Deputy Regional Director for Incofin Investment Management in Asia
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Incofin cvso first invested in India in 2017. At that time,
according to World Bank figures, 190 million adults in
India were living without a bank account. Even today,
many people remain excluded from the formal financial
system. India has made a lot of progress in this area
in recent years, but especially for entrepreneurs in
rural areas, the door to reliable financial services often
remains closed. With its new investments, Incofin
wants to stimulate financial inclusion, especially in rural
India.

Light Microfinance reaches 200,000 clients: exclusively
women in rural and semi-urban areas of western India.
It involves small loans for productive purposes, often
in a context where financial services are poor. Light
Microfinance's main client group are dairy farmers. The
financial institution offers loans through a joint liability
group model. The groups usually consist of three to ten
women. To promote the independence of its clients,
Light Microfinance offers financial literacy training.
Namdev Finvest Private Limited (Namdev) also focuses
on financial services. The company focuses on bridging
the financing gap faced by rural micro-entrepreneurs
and SMEs. Namdev's typical clients are dairies, small
retailers, pharmacies, food processors, farmers and
textile companies. While traditional financial players
tend to focus on urbanised areas, Namdev makes a
difference by focusing on small loans and having a
physical presence in more remote rural areas.
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Incofin cvso helps Haiti recover from devastating earthquake

Incofin's work is recognised at home and abroad

Incofin cvso has obtained the Belgian label for
solidarity financing
After a thorough investigation, Incofin cvso obtained
the Belgian label for solidarity financing. The label is
an initiative of Financité and certifies financial products
that support solidarity activities. The label guarantees
that the product finances activities that generate social
and environmental benefits based on societal criteria.
The label for savings and investment products is
awarded by a committee of experts who meet regularly
and check that the financial products meet the criteria
of transparency and solidarity. The same committee
assesses the social impact of the labelled products
every year to reassure investors that their money is
being used in a spirit of solidarity.

Incofin awarded Belgian asset manager of 2021
Incofin Investment Management, the fund advisor of
Incofin cvso, was proclaimed Belgian Asset Manager of
2021 by the Global Banking and Finance Review. This
is a great recognition that shows a growing awareness
of what is going on in the world of impact investing.
Incofin's management team dedicates this award
to its team who give their best every day to make a
difference for entrepreneurs and communities around
the world. It is therefore possible to combine a return
with a financial return.

An earthquake measuring 7.2 on the Richter scale
struck Haiti on 14 August. More than 2,200 people lost
their lives and more than 50,000 buildings, including
schools, hospitals and shops, were reduced to dust.
Many people were left homeless. Tropical Storm Grace,
which swept across southern Haiti three days after
the earthquake, made the situation even worse, as
torrential rains and winds destroyed shelters made of
tents or plastic sheeting by the homeless.

The offices of the microfinance institution ACME
were also affected by the natural disaster and
suffered severe damage. In these extremely difficult
circumstances, ACME did its utmost to continue its
activities and help its clients. Thanks to Incofin cvso's
contribution, ACME was able to purchase a truck and
equip it with the necessary IT equipment. The vehicle is
now a mobile office allowing ACME to continue to serve
small entrepreneurs in Haiti when the need is greatest.
In this way, ACME is making a crucial contribution to
the reconstruction of the country.

Incofin cvso sells its participation in ACEP

Incofin cvso has sold its entire 20% stake. Incofin
cvso has invested in ACEP since 2009. Incofin cvso
sold its stake to SIDI (Solidarité Internationale pour le
Développement et l'Investissement), which allowed the
fund to obtain an attractive return on its investment.

This participation, which is coming to an end, dates
back to the very beginning of CAPE. Incofin cvso has
played a key role in providing additional senior debt
and technical assistance. Incofin has led efforts to
professionalise governance and has contributed to the
successful expansion of ACEP Burkina.
Today, ACEP is the second largest microfinance
institution in Burkina Faso by the size of its gross loan
portfolio of EUR 41.7 million, serving over 32,000
clients.

First digital Investor Event in the history of Incofin cvso

On 28 April 2021, we organised the annual Investor
Event completely digitally for the first time. Around
300 shareholders followed the event from their couch
at home.

Apart from Incofin cvso's financial results, we also
discussed the role of digitization as a key to greater
financial inclusion. We examined the benefits and risks
of digitization and heard the stories of some of our
partners on how the opportunities offered by the new
digital possibilities can be used in a responsible way to
reach more people and generate more positive social
impact.

SIDI has the same values as Incofin cvso. SIDI is a
social investor created in 1983 to improve the living
conditions of vulnerable populations in developing
countries. Like Incofin cvso, SIDI provides financial
support as well as technical assistance.
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Timeline
2009

2002

27th August
Foundation of
Incofin cvso

1992

Incofin cvso becomes
shareholder of
Banco FIE

In order to lower the
access threshold for retail
investors, Incofin cvso
issues split shares whose
value corresponds to
1/20th of a large unit.

2003

14

Foundation of Incofin
Investment Management
(Incofin IM). From now on, the
Incofin cvso investment portfolio
will be managed by the Incofin
IM team.

2007

Incofin takes a new
path: the beginning
of investment in
local microfinance
institutions.

2019

Financial crisis in
which Incofin cvso
holds up well.

2008

From 2009, under certain
conditions, private shareholders
receive a tax advantage by
investing in Incofin cvso.

Incofin cvso starts with
a budget for Technical
Assistance

2011

Incofin cvso invests for the first
time in a Fintech player: Sempli
Colombia.

2012
Incofin cvso invests as
a founding member in
the Fairtrade Access
Fund.

Febelfin awards Incofin cvso the
sustainability label

2022

2017

Outbreak of
the Covid-19
pandemic.

Incofin cvso invests for
the first time in India.

Incofin cvso participates as
a co-founder in FPM SA, a
Congolese investment fund for
Congolese microfinance and
financial institutions.

2014

Co-founder Frans Verheeke
passes the torch as President
of Incofin cvso.

Incofin cvso
celebrates its 30th
birthday.

2020

2018
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A strong partnership as
a basis for social impact
Few would have imagined at first that the idea of five women with no experience in the financial world would turn
into the largest microcredit bank in Bolivia. But fifteen years ago, Incofin cvso believed in the dream of including
vulnerable Bolivians in the financial system and enabling small entrepreneurs to thrive.

ntense and loyal partnerships with local microfinance
partners characterize the way Incofin cvso operates.
Since 2002, Incofin cvso has started to invest in
local microfinance institutions. This has led to close
partnerships that allow it to create social impact and real
change on the ground in a financially sustainable way.
It has served as the basis for many quality investment
projects and is still the modus operandi of Incofin cvso
today.
The relationship with the Bolivian microfinance bank
Banco FIE is one of the oldest partnerships in its 30year history. For the origin of the link between Banco
FIE and Incofin cvso, we have to go back to the year
2007. FIE Bolivia, as the organisation was called back
then, had a sister company in Argentina, FIE Gran Poder,
where Incofin had begun a partnership the previous
year. Through FIE Gran Poder and the Inter-American
Development Bank, Incofin cvso learned that FIE Bolivia
was seeking additional equity capital. At that time,
FIE had 78,000 clients and 99 offices. Incofin sent
an investment manager to the country to conduct a
thorough analysis. The audit revealed the strength of the
institution and management.

The high social performance was also striking. Incofin
cvso was convinced of the growth potential of FIE and
the leverage it would represent for an even greater
impact. Incofin cvso became the new shareholder of FIE
Bolivia. Sustainable growth was achieved and already a
few years later, in 2010, FIE obtained its banking license
and has since been known as Banco FIE.
It is no exaggeration to say that Banco FIE has come a
long way. Few people could have imagined that an idea
born from the minds of five women with no experience
in the financial sector would become the largest
microfinance bank in Bolivia. These courageous women
decided in 1985 to create an NGO for the less fortunate
in society who had no access to the financial sector.

Banco FIE has modernized and is taking advantage of
the digital opportunities offered by new technologies.
Opening a digital account or initiating a loan application
via cell phone is possible. Banco FIE's means of operation
and scale may have evolved dramatically, but the
microfinance institution has remained true to the idea
that inspired the five women who founded it in 1985.
The bank successfully brings the vulnerable into the
financial system, supporting the economic projects of
hundreds of thousands of Bolivians who would otherwise
be left behind. Banco FIE is committed to inclusion,
quality and transparency. No financial return without
social return has remained the guiding principle. For

example, it helps its clients modernize their businesses:
it offers a simple procedure, allowing entrepreneurs to
easily create a page with a payment button to sell their
products online.
What better way to show you the value of the social
impact of Banco FIE's work than by introducing you to
some of the entrepreneurs around whom it ultimately
revolves.

Incofin cvso and Banco FIE grew up together and stood
side by side, especially in difficult times. During the
pandemic, for example, many of Banco FIE's clients were
in trouble and Incofin was ready to inject liquidity. This
gave Banco FIE the opportunity to help entrepreneurs
who had run into difficulties, and to help them through
the crisis. At first glance, Banco FIE, like Incofin cvso, has
changed a lot over the years. The bank has grown: more
employees, more clients, more social impact.

“What sets Banco FIE apart from other microfinance institutions is
its personalised approach. FIE approves loans to individuals, not to
collectives. To do so, it must truly know each client and understand
what he or she needs to grow. ”
- Cecilia Delgado, Investment Manager Incofin
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Elisa and her husband have been clients of Banco FIE
for three years. Her in-laws, who had always been
brick makers, gave her a piece of land so she and
her husband could start their own brick factory in
Santa Cruz. With a loan from Banco, they invested in
another piece of land to expand the bakery.
Currently, they employ five people who are
responsible for the production and counting of the
bricks. Elisa sees the business continuing to grow in
the future.
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Neyza is 23 years old, trained as a pastry chef, and
has been running a bakery in Tarija, southern Bolivia,
since 2017. Banco FIE gave her a loan with which
she purchased a new industrial oven. With a better
oven, she now has a more varied selection and can
also produce more. This has allowed her to grow.
She now employs three people and recently took out
a new loan from Banco FIE to buy a bread slicer. In
the coming years, she hopes to expand her business
further and open new outlets in different parts of
Tarija.
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Jesús, from El Alto, drove a minibus for a pittance
for years, but today he and his wife run a wholesale
lettuce business. In 2012, when they wanted to
scale up their business, they applied for a EUR 415
loan from Banco FIE to buy fertilizer. This loan was
followed by a loan to buy more land. Today, they own
ten greenhouses on 2,000 meters of farmland.
The couple's ambition is to become a national
distribution company where their children can work
and where they can enjoy their old age.

“Banco FIE was like a big
brother who gave us advice
and helped us move forward.”
- Jesús Choque Aruquipa

R

Javier founded his own workshop when he retired
as a car mechanic in 1995. That same year, his son
Ángel was born. Loans from Banco FIE allowed him
to buy the necessary equipment and machinery, and
he now runs the workshop with his son. They mainly
manufacture gates, fences, sheds, silos and sheds.
Javier's business is doing well and in 2019, Banco
FIE provided the credit that will allow Javier to build a
larger workshop.
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Roberto is 40 years old and has been a client of
Banco FIE for over nine years. Following in his
parents' footsteps, he is active in agriculture. He
grows peaches to support his family (he is married
and has five children). With the support of the bank,
he has been able to purchase new plots of land as
well as agricultural equipment and machinery over
the years to increase his production and improve his
income.
During the most critical months of the pandemic
in 2020, his farm was hit hard. The pandemic hit
hardest just as his peaches were ripening. He could
no longer sell them in the market. Nevertheless, he
managed to keep his head above water by starting
to grow vegetables. At the same time, Banco FIE
restructured Roberto's debt so that his repayments
would be lower and he could concentrate on his
farming activities without financial worries.
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10 years Technical Assistance
a lever for more impact

In addition to Incofin cvso’s 30 years of existence, there are still candles to blow out. It has been ten years since
Incofin cvso has started to support its local partners with Technical Assistance (TA) projects. During this period,
Incofin cvso has invested a total of 900,000 euros in Technical Assistance. With the Head of the Technical
Assistance team, Viktoria Popova, we look back at a decade of projects that have proven to be a lever for
more impact.
Microfinance institution Espoir in Ecuador was the
partner with whom Incofin cvso set up its first TA project.
The goal was to support Espoir in its transformation from
an NGO to a commercial entity. At that time, Viktoria
was not yet working for Incofin, but around the same
time she also took her first steps in the world of Technical
Assistance.
“During my studies and internship, my focus was
mainly on trade relations, especially between the
European Union and the African and Caribbean
countries. In that context, I learned about impact
investing and saw a role for myself in Technical
Assistance. In 2012, I started my career in the Technical
Assistance team of another impact investor. My move
to Incofin was motivated by Incofin’s well recognized
focus on impact, which is at the core of the company’s
investment decisions. Technical Assistance plays an
important role in driving this ambition, which is where
I thought I could make a contribution. On top of that,
I was also fascinated by the fact that Incofin works
together with local partners from all over the world,
and does not focus just on one or two regions.”

DOUBLING OF THE ANNUAL BUDGET
Viktoria joined Incofin in 2017. At that time, Incofin cvso
doubled the annual budget for TA-projects. The decision
was motivated by the success of previous projects,
as well as the choice to adapt its strategy, Viktoria
explains. Until then Incofin focused on small microfinance
institutions.
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“In its initial set up, the cvso TA Facility provided
support to small institutions, mainly focused on
improving internal processes such as risk management.
These institutions often had limited exposure to TA
grants and international expertise.”
But the smaller institutions grew and got bigger – and
so did their needs. Moreover, Incofin cvso adopted a new
investment strategy to gradually expand its investment
focus from the core microfinance sector and include
investments in new financing segments such as SME
and agri-finance with a view of diversifying and scaling
impact. According to Viktoria, we should also see the
decision to increase the TA-budget in that light.
“This was an important step to diversify and increase
Incofin’s impact. The increased TA-budget allows us to
include more mature partner organisations that tend
to offer a more diversified range of products, better
outreach and stronger social performance.”

Incofin cvso’s so-called Capital Plus approach focuses
on providing expert technical support to microfinance
institutions. Incofin cvso complements funding by
providing expert support to strengthen the capacity of
these institutions and thus to advance entrepreneurs in
emerging countries even more effectively.

The Advans case in Ivory Coast turned out to be a good
opportunity to focus on the possibilities that digitalization
has to offer to accelerate the access for more people to
financial services.
“Advans Ivory Coast was a very exciting project. Incofin
cvso had just disbursed a 3 million euro loan to Advans.
The microfinance institution wanted to expand its
activities, especially in rural areas, where mainstream
banks prefer not to operate.”

“The increase of the budget for Technical Assistance has created
more impact. It allows Incofin cvso to support its local partners
in, for instance, developing new products or making use of digital
opportunities.”
- Viktoria Popova

That is precisely where Advans wanted to be meaningful
to people who would otherwise being cut off from
financial services. Advans and Incofin cvso used the TAbudget to develop and launch new products and services
and make them available digitally. For example, a digital
emergency loan was created. Advans clients can now
get a loan via their mobile phone in case of a medical or
family emergency. Viktoria is pleased with the impressive
results of the project. The number of mobile transactions
had increased more than tenfold by 2019, when the
project officially came to an end. And that number has
only grown since then.
“In addition, the project has also paved the way for
a partnership with a fintech company which led to
enabling clients to deposit and withdraw money at gas
stations throughout the capital city Abidjan.”
The Advans project was the first in which Incofin cvso
supported a local partner in going digital, but it would
not be the only one and Viktoria expects many more to
follow in the future.
“the COVID-19 pandemic. To survive the competition
from the increasing number of Fintechs who provided
faster, cheaper and more flexible, yet many times
less responsible lending, opting out from the digital
transformation is no longer an option.”

CORRECT MEASUREMENT OF SOCIAL
PERFORMANCE LEADS TO BETTER DECISIONMAKING
In addition to digitalisation, Incofin cvso also showed
an increasing interest in strengthening the social
performance management of her partners. How
effectively does the organisation achieve her social
goals? How well does she create impact and how to
measure this? Which social ratings should be used?

Viktoria stresses the importance of these questions. A
better way of measuring social results will lead to better
strategic choices, better new products, and ultimately, it
will lead to greater financial inclusion. She refers to the
TA-project with HKL in Cambodia. The project provided
guidance to help the institution to translate its objectives
in concrete, measurable targets. In addition, a framework
was put in place to collect data which HKL can use to
monitor the financial wellbeing of its customers.
“This goes beyond ‘just’ doing good. It is about
keeping track of what really changes in people’s lives.
Measuring social performance thoroughly enables you
to prove that it is possible to make a real difference in
a way that is both financially and socially sustainable.
In HKL’s case, this is true for Cambodian women who
have an entrepreneurial dream. Our TA-project has
enabled HKL to significantly increase its social score. A
success we are very proud of.”
Incofin cvso has an impressive track record when it
comes to Technical Assistance, but over the years there
have also been projects where the desired results were
not achieved. To optimize the success, Viktoria’s team
works closely together with the investment managers
of Incofin. They screen the potential partner at the
beginning of the investment process. They can identify
the driving forces, as well as the potential risks and
challenges of the institution.
“It is important that our local partner understands
the benefits that Technical Assistance could bring
to his or her organization. Without buy-in from the
management, it is more difficult to attain a satisfactory
result. We therefore involve our partner from the
very start of the process. This is not only done by the
investment manager, but also my team gets into direct
contact with the client. This way of working illustrates
the trust that Incofin colleagues have in each other.”

A LOOK INTO THE FUTURE
Viktoria sees a lot of work ahead of her when it comes
to climate change. This is no new territory for Viktoria
and her team. In 2017-2018, Incofin set up a project
in Nicaragua to protect farmers against drought or
excessive rainfall.
Thanks to this project, a microfinance institution was
able to turn its negative result into a positive one.
The insurance gave breathing space to the farmers
concerned who had encountered payment difficulties
due to the damage caused by the extreme weather
conditions.

New products enable entrepreneurs in emerging
countries to become more financially resilient against the
consequences of climate change. Viktoria thinks about
green credit lines or risk management to increase the
resilience of the microfinance institution.
“We need to make our partners more aware, so that
they can prepare themselves for the challenges ahead.”

Timeline 10 years
Technical Assistance (TA)
Incofin cvso allocates for the first time a
budget (50 000 €) for Technical Assistance
Start of the first project: supporting Espoir in Ecuador in its
transformation from NGO to commercial company
First TA-project in Africa (Advans Congo)
The annual budget for technical assistance is doubled from €50,000
to €100,000. Support for the first TA project on digitalization begins
(Advans Ivory Coast)
Innovative agro-insurance product to financially protect
Nicaraguan farmers against extreme weather conditions
20th TA-project
First emergency project in response to the earthquake in Haiti
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CONCLUDED
El Salvador PROJECTS

ONGOING PROJECTS

Strengthening of operational risk
management and IT security policy.
El Salvador

Optima

Risk
management

Support the strengthening of human
resource activities.
Kazachstan

ARNUR CREDIT

Staff policy

Colombia
Improving the credit scoring system to
more quickly detect potential clients
who are better off not getting a loan.
Colombia

Sempli

Risk
management

Development of a model to estimate
the probability of loan default based
on historical data.
Kosovo

Honduras

AFK

Risk
management

Burkina Faso

CREDISOL

Financial management

ACEP

Improved product range

Support to set up a mobile office in a
truck. This allows ACME to continue
operating after damage from an
earthquake and tropical storms.
Haïti

Strengthening financial management
in difficult circumstances (due to the
pandemic).
Honduras

Development and launch of various
savings products through different
channels (including the mobile
channel).

ACME

Emergency
assistance

The application of the model that
estimates the probability of loan
default. The objective is to provide
better financial services to more
micro-entrepreneurs and small
farmers in Kosovo.
Kosovo

AFK

Risk management
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1. Key figures in €k
2021

2020

2021

2020

Balance sheet total

86,226

86,655

Return on subordinated loan portfolio (IRR)

6.64%

6.46%

Return

Portfolio

74,139

75,227

Return on loan portfolio (IRR)

5.50%

5.25%

Participations

15,322

15,391

Weighted average financing cost

1.88%

1.91%

Subordinated loans

11,701

13,039

Dividend

1.00%

0.00%

Loans

47,115

46,796
2020

Portefeuille per MFI
portefeuille in k€

portefeuille in k€

Banco FIE

Average amount invested in MFIs

1,077

1,120

MFI performance

Average loan amounted to MFIs

1,345

1,300

MFI portfolio (million EUR)

9,297

8,779

Samﬁn

54,328

53,226

Average loan amount (EUR)

2,726

1,867

Bayport Colombia S.A

3,410

4,703

Cooperativa de Ahorro y Credito Paciﬁco

73%

81%

8.02%

10.10%

Number of MFIs

44

41

Number of countries

28

30

Capital

48,879

47,896

Total number of customers reached

Debt financing

25,200

28,185

% women

500

1,250

46%

53%

Available (uncalled)
Funding level

Portfolio at risk – 30 days (PAR30)

India

Fondi Besa

2021

Equity

MFI portefeuille per land

Bolivia

Mucap

Peru
Ecuador

Credicentro

Costa Rica

Banco Solidario
ABACO

Colombia

Grassland

General provision

2,153

4,072

SAVE Solutions

Cambodia

% of (subordinated) loan portfolio

3.66%

3.18%

Namdev

0.34%

1.64%

Kashf

Uzbekistan

PAR 30
PAR 30 + Restr

9.77%

11.71%

Albania

Xac Leasing
Juhudi Kilimo

Paraguay

AF Kosovo

MFI portfolio by product

Kosovo

Lovcen Banka
LOLC

65.10%

18.73%

China

Sempli

16.17%

Desyﬁn

Pakistan

Light Microﬁnance Private Limited

Loans

Participations

Bina Artha Ventura

Montenegro

Amret
Inﬁn Bank

8%

84%
SME-Finance

Kenia

Crecer

Portfolio by segment

MFI

Mongolia

Uzbek Leasing International

Subordinated Loans

Housing Finance

4% 4%

Indonesia

Araratbank
Banco D-Miro

Armenia

Maquita

Argo Finance

Kazakhstan

Mikra
Arnur Credit

Portfolio by MFI size

Bosnia and Herzegovina

ACEP Burkina Faso

Burkina Faso

MCC “Bailyk Finance” LLC
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7

Acme

6

Kyrgystan

KEP Trust

Haiti

Equipate

Large MFIs (portfolio >
EUR 20 million)

Data unavailable

medium-sized MFIs (EUR 20 million
> portfolio > EUR 5 million)

Small MFIs
(EUR 5 million > portfolio)

Kazmicroﬁnance

Mexico

Proempresa
Credisol Honduras
HKL

Portfolio according to number of MFI customers
23

Lak Jaya Microﬁnance Company Limited

8

7

Tanzania

Progresemos

10,000

9,000

8,000

7,000

6,000

5,000

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

–

8,000

7,000

6,000

5,000

4,000

3,000

Data unavailable

2,000

Mediocre number of customers
(20,000 > customers > 10 000)

Sri Lanka

Akiba Commercial Bank

7

1,000

Small number of customers
(10,000 < customers)

El Salvador

Optima Servicios Financieros

–

– Large number of
customers (> 20,000

Honduras

Portfolio according to average MFI loan amount
18
Large average
loan amount (CAP
> EUR 2,000

28

12
12 Very small average
loan amount
(EUR 500 > CAP)

Data unavailable

7

6
Medium average loan
amount (EUR 2,000 >
CAP > EUR 1,000)

2
Small average loan amount
(EUR 1,000 > CAP >
EUR 500)
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2. Corporate governance
The general management structure of Incofin cvso is as
follows:
General
Assembly
Board of
Directors

Investment
Committee

Strategic
Advisory Board

Audit
Committee

The members of the Board of Directors are appointed by the
General Meeting. The duration of the term of office is six years.
Members shall be eligible for re-election. The Board of Directors
usually meets three times per year.
The members of the Board of Directors are appointed by the
General Meeting. The duration of the term of office is six years.
Members shall be eligible for re-election. The Board of Directors
usually meets three times per year. The Board of Directors has the
most extensive powers to carry out all acts of management and
administration that fall within the scope of the corporate objective.
The Board of Directors is responsible in particular for the following
matters:
• approval of the annual budget;
• preparation of the annual accounts and the annual report
		 for the General Meeting;
• defining the general policy and strategy of the company,
		 in light of the evolution of the microfinance market. .
The members of the Board of Directors do not receive any
remuneration or benefits of any nature whatsoever, unless the
General Meeting decides to grant remuneration for carrying out
the mandate, in accordance with Article 20 of the Articles of
Association, the Board of Directors has established an Investment
Committee, a Strategic Advisory Board and an Audit Committee.
The committees operate on the basis of a delegation, which
is given to them by the Board of Directors. The composition,
operation, powers and reporting of the Board of Directors and
of the committees have been laid down in an amended internal
Regulation which was approved by the Board of Directors at its
meeting of 5 December 2017. The mandates of the Committee
are not remunerated unless the General Meeting decides to
award remuneration for carrying out the mandate.

General Assembly
The General Assembly of Shareholders meets annually on the
last Wednesday of April. In 2021, this was on 28 April 2021.
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Board of Directors

Investment Committee

Audit Committee

The Board of Directors met four times in 2021. During these
meetings, the financial figures, the annual budget and the
general operation of Incofin cvso were discussed.

The Investment Committee is responsible for implementing
the company’s investment policy, as defined in the Investment
Policy. The Investment Committee is composed of at least
5 members appointed by the Board of Directors, who
specialize in financial affairs and development. The Committee
meets regularly, at least once every quarter. Incofin Investment
Management acts as advisor to the entire investment portfolio of
Incofin cvso. The committee met thirteen times in 2021.

The Audit Committee supervises the procedures and
processes of the company, as well as all aspects relating
to risks and their management. The Audit Committee is
composed of a minimum of three members appointed by the
Board of Directors, who cannot sit on any other committee
established by the Board of Directors.

The members of the Board of Directors do not receive any
remuneration or benefits in any kind in return for their mandate.
The composition of the Board of Directors at the end of 2021
was as follows:
Michiel Geers (President), Vic Van de Moortel, Luc Versele,
Frank De Leenheer, Peter van den Brock, Guy Pourveur,
Willy Bosmans, Anne van Autreve, Frans Samyn, Patrik
Haesen
Mister Eric Delecluyse resigned in 2021. Miss Leen Van den
Neste and Mister Justin Daerden resigned in 2022.
Furthermore, the following members were included as
honorary directors:
Frans Verheeke, Johan De Schamphelaere, Yvan Dupon,
Anne Van Impe, Frank Vereecken, Ignace Schatteman, Henri
Vansweevelt, Dirk Vyncke, Tony Janssen, Rein De Tremerie,
Marc Timbremont, Jan Bevernage, Erik Bruyland, Frank
Lambert, Guido Lamote, Paul Steppe, Walter Vandepitte,
Roland Van der Elst, Jos Daniëls

The members of the Investment Committee are:
• Johan De Schamphelaere (President)
• Tony Janssen
• Michiel Geers
• Peter van den Brock
• Ignace Schatteman
• Patrik Haesen
The mandate of the Investment Committee is not remunerated.

The Audit Committee met four times in 2021.
• Frans Samyn (Voorzitter)
• Marc Timbremont
• Henri Vansweevelt
The mandate of the Audit Committee is not remunerated.

Auditor
Deloitte Bedrijfsrevisoren, represented by Maurice Vrolix, was
appointed as auditor of Incofin cvso for 3 years at the General
Assembly of Shareholders of 29 April 2020.

Strategic Advisory Board
The main objective of the Strategic Advisory Board is to
provide input, advice and recommendations to the Board of
Directors from the shareholder base on:
• The mission, current and long-term strategies, objectives
		 and plans, and the positioning of the Company;
• Governance related issues, and more specifically with
		 regard to:
		‐ The creation, operation and composition of the 		
			
committees within the Board of Directors; and
		‐ The appointment and/or resignation of directors in
			
accordance with the internal Regulations
The Strategic Advisory Board is composed as follows:
Frans Verheeke, Leen Van den Neste, Michiel Geers
(Voorzitter), Vic Van de Moortel, Luc Versele,
Frank De Leenheer, Peter van den Brock, Guy Pourveur,
Willy Bosmans, Anne van Autreve, Frans Samyn,
Johan De Schamphelaere, Yvan Dupon, Frank Vereecken,
Ignace Schatteman, Henri Vansweevelt, Francis
Deknudt, Dirk Vyncke, Frank Degraeve, Tony Janssen,
Greet Moerman, Jan Verheeke, Rein De Tremerie, Marc
Timbremont, Mark Leysen, Patrik Haesen

Board of Directors.
From left to right, in the front: Peter Van den Brock, Anne van Autreve , Michiel Geers, Willy Bosmans, Justin Daerden I From left to right,
in the middle: Frank Vereecken, Frans Samyn I From left to right, at the top: Frank De Leenheer, Patrik Haesen I Not in the picture:
Vic Van de Moortel, Luc Versele, Guy Pourveur
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3. Financial statements as of
31/12/2021 in €k

EBIT

5,735

5,440

Cash dividends

50

226

Other cash results

-792

-792

Stock dividends

295

719

Non-cash results

Subordinated loan portfolio

11,701

13,039

Gain/(loss) on sale

999

121

Subordinated loan portfolio > 1 year

10,895

11,701

Impairments

Subordinated loan portfolio < 1 year

807

1,338

-4,007

Available provision

-2,153

-4,072

Current assets

6,438

3,007

Other receivables

5,850

2,418

Deferred charges and accrued income
Cash and cash equivalents
Assets

Liabilities

558

30,050

589

7,803

12,493

86,226

84,927

21

22

Upfront fees
Impairments
Loan portfolio

118
-1,571

2,339

2,279

2,261

Upfront fees

157

186

Impairments

-4,007

-108

Other income

333

102

Operational costs

480

-4,447

-1,260

-1,306

General provision

-250

-708

Specific provision

2,169

-2,169

Interest

Management fee Incofin IM
Portfolio insurance

1,562

3.20%

General provision

Volksvermogen

1,510

3.09%

Impairment

Beroepsorganisatie

1,263

2.58%

vdk bank

1,146

2.34%

General provision

LINTRUST Comm. V.

1,042

2.13%

Revision of general provision

Omnivale Gcv

1,003

2.05%

Congrégation Hospitalière des Soeurs de la Charité de J.M.

1,003

2.05%

Abdij der Norbertijnen van Averbode

1,003

2.05%

Vlaamse overheid - Departement Kanselarij en
Buitnelandse Zaken

1,000

2.05%

Sociaal Fonds Bedienden Voedingsnijverheid

727

1.49%

de Kade vzw

633

1.29%

BRS Microfinance Coop CVBA

560

1.15%

Gimv

521

1.07%

ACV bouw - industrie & energie

521

1.07%

Crelan NV

521

1.07%

ACV Voeding en Diensten

521

1.07%

Other shareholders

34,347

70.05%

Total

48,879

100.0%

Loan portfolio

Impairments
General provision
Covid-19 provision
Revision of general provision
Technical Assistance
Corporate Tax due
Increase/decrease in current assets/liabilities
Cash flow based on results

12/2020

Equity

54,328

53,226

Provision Technical Assistance (TA)

-100

-100

Investment cash flow

Capital

48,879

47,896

Additional TA provision

-100

-100

Increase/decrease in investment portfolio

1,510

1,481

141

126

Result carried forward
Debt capital

3,939

3,848

25,200

28,185

Reversal TA provision
TA expenses
Communication

Debt financing > 1 year

6,200

14,500

Other goods and services

Debt financing < 1 year

19,000

13,685

Netto operating result

Available cash flow
Financial cash flow

-142

6,234

5,245

Financial results

-518

-986

Other payables

5,288

2,838

Interest

-455

-606

Dividends

45

45

Provision for technical assistance

93

134

Accruals and deferred income

808

359

86,226

86,655

Miscellaneous

-63

-381

Result before tax

819

-1,177

-235

-238

584

-1,550

Corporate tax
Interest withholding taks

-2,169
-410
-41
-140
-2,261
391
364
1,338

Increase/decrease in capital

983

Dividends paid in respect of 2020
Increase/decrease in debt financing
Interest paid on debt financing
Increase/decrease in interest payable

-2,985
-421
-34

Net cash flow

-4,690

Cash and cash equivalents previous period

12,493

Cash and cash equivalents current period

7,803

Evolution of the capital
Capital paid in
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#shareholders

60,000

3,000

50,000

2,500

40,000

2,000

30,000

1,500

20,000

1,000

10,000

500

1992

Result after tax

-136

660

-2,233

-22

-190

4,007

-4,325

-126

-52

4,007

Increase/decrease loan portfolio

-27

Current liabilities

Liabilities

Increase/decrease subordinated loan portfolio

-141

1,337

31/12/2021

Wereld-Missiehulp vzw

12/2021

Reserves

Shareholders with more than 1% of the capital

2021

23,083

760

-295

Subordinated loan portfolio

2020

Loan portfolio < 1 year
Impairments

731

Stock dividends

2019

16,746

Interest

2,600 shareholders.

2018

28,038

46,796

-295

Impairments

2017

Loan portfolio > 1 year

47,115

900

an increase of 2% compared to 2020. The capital is represented by

2016

Loan portfolio

751

1,752

2015

Impairments

-150

Subordinated loan portfolio

Investment portfolio

In 2021, the share capital increased by EUR 983 k to EUR 48,879 k,

2014

Impairments

-298

2013

Stock dividends

1,337

2012

915

2011

1,344

2010

Investment portfolio

2009

10,744

Capital

2008

10,380

12/2021

Cash flow operations

2007

Acquisition costs

Cash flow

2006

4,257

2205

12/2020

857

2004

12/2021

Operating income

2003

Income statement

15,391

2002

12/2020

15,322

2001

12/2021

Investment portfolio

Assets

Financing structure

Cash flow

2000

Income statement

1997

3.1 Balance sheet

4. Explanatory notes
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Debt financing

> 1 year
12/2020

< 1 year

+/-

12/2021
2,000

Beroepsorganisatie

3,500

Belfius

3,000

-1,000

Bank fur Kirche und Caritas

5,000

-5,000

12/2020

3,500
3,750

Loan portfolio €k

Bookvalue

+/-

12/2021

12/2020

12/2021

MFI

vdk bank

3,000

-3,000

> 1 year
Currency Country

< 1 year
12/2021 12/2020

+/-

Depreciation
12/2021 12/2020

+/-

Book value

12/2021 12/2020 12/2021

1,000

3,500

4,500

MFI portfolio

16,746

11,292

28,038

30,050

-6,967

23,083

-4,007

-4,007

46,796

47,115

6,750

5,000

Existing loans

16,746

-11,218

5,528

10,621

6,343

16,964

-4,007

-4,007

27,367

18,485

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

1,167

1,167

1,167

667

222

Banco D-Miro

-2,935

4,000

6,935

4,000

3,000

3,000

6,000

6,000

6,000

MFI

7/12/2015

USD

Ecuador

Lak Jaya Microfinance Company Limited MFI

3/04/2018

EUR

Sri Lanka

Equipate

MFI

23/08/2018

USD

Credisol Honduras

MFI

4/09/2018

Progresemos

MFI

-222

222

Mexico

852

-2

850

-410

-410

852

440

HNL

Honduras

377

377

-79

-79

377

298

4/12/2018

MXN

Mexico

1,724

1,724

-1,724

-1,724

1,724

Fondi Besa

MFI

23/05/2019

EUR

Albania

500

500

Kazmicrofinance

MFI

2/05/2019

USD

Kazakhstan

Credit Sud

200

200

200

Grassland

SME-Finance

21/06/2019

CNH

-8,300

6,200

Progresemos

MFI

31/07/2019

Maquita

MFI

27/02/2019

Bayport Colombia S.A

MFI

SAVE Solutions

5,315

19,000

28,185

25,200

12/2021

1,167
444

500

Funding level

+/-

3,000

6,935

13,685

12/2020

-750

Association pedro Arrupe
14,500

222

-222

1,000

-1,000

1,000

399

-399

797

China

1,215

12

USD

Mexico

1,196

-1,196

USD

Ecuador

1,099

-1,099

17/04/2020

COP

Colombia

1,853

-912

MFI

2/06/2020

INR

India

LOLC

MFI

8/06/2020

USD

Cambodia

ACEP Burkina Faso

MFI

21/09/2020

XOF

Fondi Besa

MFI

25/09/2020

EUR

977

1.227

1,250
598

940

-399

1,000

2,000

399

1,196

399

1,250

2,465

2,477

1,196

1,794

1,099

1,099

1,099

1,099

912

2,765

1,853

912

-1,794

-1,794

977

1,768

-884

Burkina Faso

500

-500

Albania

500

-500

884

1,000

1.794

977

977

1,768

1,768
500

884

884

500

500

500

500

1,000

500

2,055

2,055

2,055

2,055

500

500

1,000

1,000

200

700

2,000

1,500

231

231

463

231

-200

300

1,000

500

500

500

500

500

Equity

54,328

Debt financing

25,200

Kashf

MFI

8/12/2020

USD

Pakistan

2,055

-2,055

Funding level (max 100%)

46.0%

Mikra

MFI

21/12/2020

EUR

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

1,000

-500

500

Infin Bank

MFI

18/12/2020

EUR

Uzbekistan

1,500

-700

800

Optima Servicios Financieros

MFI

29/04/2020

USD

El Salvador

463

-463

KEP Trust

MFI

29/05/2020

EUR

Kosovo

500

-300

ACEP Burkina Faso

MFI

26/10/2020

XOF

Burkina Faso

500

-500
21,510

21,510

6,120

6,120

27,630

Bina Artha Ventura

MFI

4/03/2021

IDR

Indonesia

824

824

824

824

1,647

Araratbank

MFI

31/03/2021

EUR

Armenia

1,500

1,500

Bayport Colombia S.A

MFI

1/06/2021

COP

Colombia

556

556

274

274

830

Uzbek Leasing International

MFI

28/05/2021

EUR

Uzbekistan

1,000

1,000

667

667

1,667

AF Kosovo

MFI

30/04/2021

EUR

Kosovo

2,000

2,000

2,000

SAVE Solutions

MFI

7/05/2021

INR

India

1,462

1,462

1,462

Light Microfinance Private Limited

MFI

6/05/2021

INR

India

1,692

1,692

MCC “Bailyk Finance” LLC

MFI

21/05/2021

KGS

Kyrgystan

410

410

410

410

819

Crecer

MFI

1/06/2021

USD

Bolivia

549

549

1,094

1,094

1,643

Xac Leasing

MFI

27/05/2021

USD

Mongolia

2,048

2,048

2,048

Samfin

Agro Finance

6/09/2021

INR

India

2,819

2,819

Fondi Besa

MFI

24/09/2021

EUR

Albania

1,000

1,000

500

500

Sempli

#N/B

2/09/2021

USD

Colombia

76

76

304

304

Namdev

#N/B

30/09/2021

INR

India

2,315

2,315

2,315

Banco Solidario

#N/B

20/12/2021

USD

Ecuador

2,648

2,648

2,648

Credicentro

#N/B

15/12/2021

USD

Paraguay

2,661

2,661

1,000

1,000

1,000

1,000

Max increase in debt financing

29,128

Available appropriations

500

Portfolio overview

New loans

Investment portfolio in €k
Purchase value
MFI

Date

Currency Country

ACEP Burkina SA

25/09/2009

XOF

Burkina Faso

Acme

14/07/2009

HTG

Haiti

Akiba Commercial Bank

30/04/2008

TZS

Tanzania

Banco FIE

28/08/2008

BOB

Bolivia

Proempresa

25/08/2010

PEN

Juhudi Kilimo

7/05/2019

Sempli
Lovcen Banka

12/2020

+/-

351

-351

Stock dividends

12/2021 12/2020

+/-

Impairments

12/2021 12/2020

+/-

Book value

12/2021 12/2020 12/2021
351

1,053

1,053

530

530

59

1,356

1,356

5,283

Peru

284

284

98

KES

Kenia

2,023

23/09/2019

USD

Colombia

19/11/2020

EUR

Montenegro

-326

-326

727

727

-467

-467

123

123

5,577

6,639

6,933

98

382

382

2,023

2,023

2,023

1,367

1,367

1,367

1,367

2,000

2,000

2,000

2,000

59
295

New renewals

1,500

1,692

2,819
1,500
381

2,661
626

-626

626

626

-626

626

8,963
EUR

Belgium

13

-13

Incofin IM

23/07/2009

EUR

Belgium

751

751

751

751

Loans repaid

Fair Trade Fund

3/09/2012

USD

Luxembourg

583

583

583

583

AF Kosovo

#N/B

11/01/2018

EUR

Kosovo

MFX LLC

25/06/2009

USD

United States

355

355

355

355

Kashf

#N/B

8/01/2019

USD

Pakistan

Optima Servicios Financieros

MFI

29/04/2018

USD

El Salvador

FPM SA

7/10/2014

USD

Congo, DRC

79

79

79

79

ACEP Burkina Faso

#N/B

26/10/2018

XOF

Burkina Faso

1,781

1,768

Arnur Credit

#N/B

9/11/2018

KZT

Kazakhstan

15,391

15,322

Kazmicrofinance

#N/B

28/03/2018

USD

Kazakhstan

489

-489

489

Veritas

#N/B

26/03/2018

INR

India

2,867

-2,867

2,867

Xac Leasing

#N/B

16/05/2018

USD

Mongolia

1,687

-1,687

1,687

R2O

#N/B

2/04/2019

USD

Myanmar

1,779

-1,779

1,779

Finlabor

#N/B

10/04/2019

MXN

Mexico

893

-893

893

Infin Bank

#N/B

2/05/2019

EUR

Uzbekistan

750

-750

750

non MFI portfolio
Equity portfolio

5,735

-792

500

16/11/2005

5,440

-792

200

500

Impulse

8,612

295

500

-351

MFI portfolio

13,610

13,554

13

1,781

-13

1,768

10,744

-364

10,380

5,440

295

5,735

-792

-792

Achtergestelde Leningenportefeuille in k€
> 1 year
MFI

Date

Currency Country

Existing subordinated
loans

12/2020

+/-

11,701

-807

269

-269

< 1 year
12/2021 12/2020
10,895

1,338

+/-531

269

Impairments
12/2021 12/2020
807

Book value

12/2021 12/2020 12/2021
13,039

11,701

538

269

7/07/2016

USD

Cambodia

LOLC

15/04/2016

USD

Cambodia

Mucap

20/12/2016

USD

Costa Rica

2,825

2,825

2,825

2,825

ABACO

10/08/2018

USD

Peru

2,586

2,586

2,586

2,586

Desyfin

21/12/2018

USD

Costa Rica

1,742

1,742

1,742

1,742

Amret

25/04/2019

USD

Cambodia

1,614

2,152

1,614

Cooperativa de Ahorro y
Credito Pacifico

29/06/2020

USD

Peru

2,665

2,665

2,665

13,039

11,701

531

11,701

-538

1,076

269

+/-

HKL

Total subordinated loans
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Date of
investment

1,000

Crelan
KBC Bank

Segment

-531

538

2,665
-807

10,895

1,338

-531

807

#N/B

9/11/2020

KZT

Kazakhstan

Arnur Credit

#N/B

9/11/2021

KZT

Kazakhstan

1,000
18,803 -18,803

Credisol Honduras

MFI

4/09/2020

USD

Honduras

KEP Trust

#N/B

29/05/2018

EUR

Kosovo

R2O

#N/B

2/04/2021

USD

Myanmar

Samfin

MFI

31/08/2018

INR

Fusion

#N/B

27/09/2018

INR

Fidelity Bank

#N/B

31/03/2017

USD

Ghana

Total loan portfolio

531

538

Arnur Credit

18,803

333

-333

333

2,184

-2,184

2,184

366

-366

366

1,000

-1,000

1,000

India

2,955

-2,955

2,955

India

1,964

-1,964

1,964

690

-690

30,050

-6,967

16,746

11,292

28,038

1,000

690
23,083

-4,007

-4,007

46,796

47,115
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5. Compliance

Book value of participating interest portfolio

Fund guidelines

Equity

54,328

Max book value (75%)

40,746

Investment portfolio (via shareholdings and subordinated loans)

27,024

12/2021

• 	According to the fund guidelines, the following risk spread was determined: the book value by country and MFI may not exceed 15% (20% for
India) and 10% of the total assets of Incofin cvso respectively.
• 	Incofin limits its participations (via participations and subordinated loans) in MFIs and other funds to a maximum of 75% of its equity.

Current book value

50%

6. Valuation rules

Compliance
5.2.1 Risk diversification in the portfolio
Exposure by country
Book value

Stock dividends

Max Exposure

Amounts receivable within and after one year

valuation rules as they are determined in accordance with the provisions

Without prejudice to the provisions of articles 3 :45, §2, 3 :46 and 3 :51,

of the Royal Decree of 29 April 2019 in implementation of the Companies

receivables are recorded at their nominal value (art. 3 :45, §1) on the

Code with regard to the valuation rules, apply. Unless otherwise stated,

closing date of the financial year.

the article numbers refer to the relevant articles of the aforementioned

18,000,00.00

Royal Decree of 29 April 2019.

16,000,00.00

In accordance with article 3 :46, impairments are recorded if there is
uncertainty about the payment of all or part of the receivable on the due

Assets

14,000,00.00

date.

12,000,00.00

Without prejudice to the specific valuation rules mentioned below, each

In order to take into account the particular credit and currency risk arising

10,000,00.00

individual asset is valued separately at acquisition value and included in

from granting credit to high-risk countries with unstable economic and

the balance sheet for that amount, after deduction of the depreciation and

political conditions, an overall impairment of 1% of the outstanding

amounts written down on the individual asset concerned (art. 3 :13, first

investment portfolio in the form of receivables, weighted on the basis of

paragraph).

the ECA risk scores published for each country, is recorded annually. In

8,000,00.00
6,000,00.00

2018, the Board of Directors took the decision to also hedge the present

4,000,00.00
2,000,00.00

Exposure by MFI
Book value

Stock dividends

Indonesia

Kyrgystan

Bosnia and Herzegovina

China

Colombia

Uzbekistan

Kenia

Albania

Montenegro

Kosovo

Sri Lanka

India

Paraguay

Peru

Tanzania

Pakistan

Mexico

Mongolia

Kazakhstan

Haiti

Honduras

Ecuador

El Salvador

Cambodia

Costa Rica

Bolivia

Burkina Faso

Armenia

0.00

Intangible fixed assets

country risk through the overall valuation decrease and consequently to

Intangible fixed assets are booked at acquisition value, excluding

increase it to 1.31% of the outstanding investment portfolio in the form

additional costs. They are depreciated over the useful life of the assets, i.e.

of receivables, weighted according to the ECA risk scores published by

5 years for software.

country. These global impairments are set up in accordance with article
3:25 of the Royal Decree on companies, since these are receivables with

Tangible fixed assets

the same technical and legal qualities.

Tangible fixed assets are booked at acquisition value, excluding additional
costs. They are depreciated over the useful life of the assets, specifically:

Max Exposure

The level of this impairment can be adjusted based on historical loss data.

• Office equipment

5 years

• Computers		

3 years

Investments and cash and cash equivalents

• Furniture

10 years

They are recorded at their acquisition value or the realization value at the

		

closing date, if this is lower (art. 3 :52).

9,000
8,000
7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
-

Participations and shares
Participations and shares are valued at acquisition price, excluding the

Liabilities

Akiba Commercial Bank

Lak Jaya Microfinance Company Limited

HKL

Optima Servicios Financieros

Proempresa

Credisol Honduras

Equipate

Kazmicrofinance

KEP Trust

Acme

ACEP Burkina Faso

MCC “Bailyk Finance” LLC

Mikra

Maquita

Arnur Credit

Banco D-Miro

Infin Bank

Amret

Araratbank

Crecer

Bina Artha Ventura

Uzbek Leasing International

Desyfin

Light Microfinance Private Limited

Sempli

LOLC

Lovcen Banka

AF Kosovo

Juhudi Kilimo

Kashf

Xac Leasing

Namdev

SAVE Solutions

ABACO

Grassland

Banco Solidario

Credicentro

Cooperativa de Ahorro y Credito Pacifico

Bayport Colombia S.A

Mucap

Samfin

Fondi Besa

additional costs (art. 3 :19, §2). An impairment is made in the event of a

Banco FIE
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Without prejudice to the specific valuation rules mentioned below, the

lasting loss of value or a devaluation, justified by the situation, profitability

Provisions for risks and charges

or prospects of the company in which the participations or shares are held

Provisions are set up to cover clearly defined losses or charges that are

(art. 3 :44, §2). The participations and shares that appear under financial

probable or certain by their nature at the balance sheet date, but the

fixed assets are not revaluated (art. 3 :35, §1). Once an impairment has

amount of which is not fixed (art. 3 :28).

been made, the value of the participation concerned will be increased
again up to a maximum of the level of the original acquisition price if the

Amounts payable within and after one year

situation, profitability or prospects of the company (to be assessed by the

Without prejudice to the other provisions of articles 3 :55, 3 :45, §2 et

Board of Directors) justify this.

3 :51, debts are booked at their nominal value (art. 3 :45, §1).

Fixed-income securities
Fixed-income securities are valued at acquisition cost. The difference
between the acquisition cost and the redemption value is recognized in
the income statement on a straight-line basis over time.
37

Conversion of foreign currency (Art. 3 :12)

losses resulting from transactions in foreign currencies and from the

Social performance

conversion of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign

Notes to the balance sheet of Incofin cvso for
the fiscal year 2021

Transactions in foreign currencies are recorded at the exchange rate

currencies are recognized in the income statement. Non-monetary

Incofin cvso is an investment company with a social purpose. The Board

prevailing on the date of the transaction.

items valued at acquisition cost in a foreign currency are converted at

of Directors made sure that - despite the crisis - the company continued

Incofin cvso's equity at the end of the fiscal year 2021 is k€ 54.328

the exchange rate in force on the date on which the acquisition cost is

to fully realize its social mission, so that the end customers of the

compared to k€ 53.226 at the end of the fiscal year 2020. The number of

determined.

microfinance institutions were supported as best as possible. The impact

shareholders increased from 2,554 to 2,600 over the course of 2021. The

of Incofin cvso's investments in the field is significant. Incofin cvso invests

issued capital increases by k€ 983 to k€ 48,879.

All foreign currency receivables and payables are hedged against
possible exchange rate differences through cross-currency or forward
contracts. Such receivables or payables are valued at the contractually

The financial results reflect the positive and negative exchange rate

in 44 microfinance institutions and other financial institutions active in the

agreed hedging rate.

differences on a net basis.

field of financial inclusion to support small entrepreneurs in developing

Debt in the form of short- and long-term loans continued to decrease by

countries. These institutions are spread over 28 countries, often in difficult

k€ 2,985 over the course of 2021. As of the end of 2021, Incofin cvso has

Other monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies

regions. The involvement of these local financial institutions creates a

effectively drawn down k€ 25,200 in debt, which is the equivalent of 46%

are converted at the closing rate on the balance sheet date. Profit and

very large leverage effect for Incofin cvso's investments. Together, these

of its equity. In addition, the fund still has undrawn credit lines for a total

financial institutions reach 3.4 million customers, 73% of whom are

amount of k€ 500. As determined within the Board of Directors, these

women. The average loan amount per customer is €2,726.

credit lines can be drawn down to a maximum of 100% of the volume of

7. Report of the Board of Directors
We hereby report to you on the fiscal year 2021 and ask you to approve

2021: A second Covid year

the financial statements as they were closed on December 31, 2021. The

its equity. Approaching potential new or additional lenders is already in
In order to create a greater impact with customized financial services,

progress.

Incofin cvso has expanded its investment universe beyond traditional
microfinance. In addition to microfinance institutions (84%), Incofin cvso's

The investment portfolio amounts to k€ 74,139 at the end of the year and

investment portfolio also includes investments in financial institutions that

consists of investments for k€ 15,322 and loans for k€ 58,816, including

focus on financing housing (4%), SMEs (8%) and agriculture (4%).

seven subordinated loans of k€ 11,701. The loan portfolio consists of 38
loans to 32 (micro)financing institutions spread over 22 countries. Incofin

Board of Directors supervised the activities of the company with a focus

During the pandemic, we learned to deal with uncertainty and adapted

on its specific social purpose.

our working methods and processes to manage the new risks. Overall, we

Incofin cvso ensures that the financial institutions put the welfare

see that the microfinance industry has been resilient in 2021 considering

and progress of their customers first. This is monitored by using a

it was able to avert a liquidity crisis in the midst of a health and economic

standardized measurement method. This measurement method uses an

At the end of 2021, the investment portfolio has slightly decreased by k€

crisis. Microfinance institutions have played a crucial role in mitigating the

internationally accepted standard (SPI4-Alinus).

69. This is a combination of, on the one hand, the successful sale of the

Incofin cvso EECA Portfolio & Dependence
on Russia

cvso also invested in syndicated loans for k€ 4,411.

ACEP Burkina shareholding for K€ 351, which generated a capital gain of

effects of the crisis on their customers by continuing to provide financial
First and foremost, we would like to express our support and our

support to local economies. In addition to this financial support, the

The financial institutions in Incofin cvso's portfolio are predominantly

K€ 900, and on the other hand, the receipt of stock dividends for K€ 295

consolation to our colleagues, their families and friends who have been

microfinance institutions have also been offering other types of assistance

healthy and high-performing institutions: they have a high-quality loan

from Banco FIE.

affected by the war in Ukraine.

- for example, payment deferral and accelerating digitization - in order to

portfolio (with limited arrears), they keep their overhead costs under

further stimulate the potential for financial inclusion. With the pandemic

control and they are profitable.

Off-balance sheet liabilities include the contracts with KBC Bank and MFX
Solutions in the form of Cross Currency Interest Rate Swaps and forward

As a result of the war, we reviewed our portfolio to assess and avert

becoming the new normal, microfinance has become all the more

further risks. 23% of CVSO's portfolio is located in the EECA region

relevant. Having said that, we remain vigilant and maintain the highest

Every year, Incofin cvso provides a budget for technical assistance.

transactions to hedge the exchange rate risks for the outstanding loans

(Eastern Europe & Central Asia) (EUR 17m, 12 microfinance institutions).

standards in assessing financial, social, economic and administrative

This budget ensures that Incofin cvso's financial partners in developing

to financial institutions. All non-euro interest and capital flows for loans

There is no exposure to the directly affected countries Ukraine, Russia and

risks in order to anticipate the potential long-term impact of the crisis. The

countries can call on technical support. With this support, experts

issued in local currency were hedged with a Cross Currency Interest Rate

Belarus. Based on the initial research, we have identified one microfinance

poor and vulnerable in lower-income countries are the biggest victims -

are brought in, who can share their knowledge with the institutions

Swap. At the end of 2021, Incofin cvso has hedging products outstanding

institution (accounting for 5% of the EECA portfolio) in Kyrgyzstan, a

especially women - and we remain faithful to our mission to support them

concerned. That way, the operations of financial institutions in various

for a total notional amount of k€ 46,427 at the hedging rate, which

country with a high dependence on Russia, as well as one microfinance

and build an inclusive future for all those that have been excluded from

areas (risk management, product development, etc.) can be significantly

represents 79% of the outstanding loan portfolio. The remaining 21% of

institution (accounting for 6% of the EECA portfolio) in Bosnia where

the financial sector.

improved, or assisted in the event of natural or other disasters.

the loan portfolio includes loans in West African “franc CFA” (ISO code

Considering the large leverage effect of this technical assistance, the

XOF) and loans in EUR. The XOF currency is pinned to the exchange rate

Board of Directors of Incofin cvso has decided to maintain the annual

of the EUR. The volume of hedged loans in exotic currencies amounts to

available budget for 2021 at k€ 100. In 2021, 7 microfinance institutions

39% of the hedged loans. The remaining 61% consists of US dollar (USD)
loans.

there is an increased political risk of interference by Russia. However,
the sum of both exposures remains relatively small, and when compared

Precautionary principle

to the total portfolio, they represent only 2.5%. The rest of the portfolio
is well diversified in countries with much more limited risks. How big the

For years, Incofin has set aside a provision of 1.31% of the portfolio to

were supported, for which k€ 141 from the total available budget was

final impact in the EECA region will be is determined at the country and

cover possible defaults. At the end of 2021, the accumulated general

used. For Incofin cvso, technical assistance support is an important

customer level and will depend on the duration of the current military

provision is 3.6% of the portfolio. In 2020, the Board of Directors

additional way to achieve its social mission.

operations and sanctions imposed on Russia. After all, we have noticed

decided - out of precaution - to also create a specific provision of 2.1

that the sanctions imposed on Russian banks have a spill-over effect on

million euros on top of the annual general provision to cover the risk on

To make investments in high-quality, socially committed customers

the liquidity in the financial and banking sectors in this region. We are

Progresemos (60% of the outstanding amount) and Credisol Honduras

possible, a specific “social” envelope of k€ 50 per year was created to

continuously adapting and continuing to monitor the situation closely,

(22% of the outstanding amount). This specific provision was fully utilized

be able to grant loans at a lower interest rate than the predetermined

including monitoring compliance with the sanctions by the institutions and

throughout 2021. In addition, the remaining outstanding amount for

minimum return. Under this envelope, one loan was approved in 2021.

their correspondent banks.

Progresomos of 1.4 million euros was also written off in full. The Board of
Directors believes that there is no need to create a new specific provision
considering the risk of default due to COVID-19 has been mitigated.
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Notes on the result and the allocation of the
result

Directors

Acceptance and ratification of resignations of
directors

The following directors resigned from their mandate within the Board of
Directors in 2020. In order to comply with the legal publication formalities,
we propose to ratify the resignation of the following directorships:

Please also comment on the discharge to be granted to the Board of
Incofin cvso closed the fiscal year with a positive result after taxes of k€

Directors and to each of the directors individually in connection with the

The following directors have said goodbye to their mandate on the

584, compared to a loss of k€ 1,550 last year.

execution of their mandate during the past fiscal year.

Board of Directors in the past year. We propose to accept the following

The increase in the result compared to last year is mainly due to lower

Supervisory Director

resignation of directorships:

• Mrs. Anita Dewispelaere (resigned in 2020).
• Mr. Pieter Verhelst (resigned in 2020)
• Mr. Koenraad Verhaegen (resigned in 2019)

• Mr. Eric Delecluyse (resigned in 2021)
• Mrs. Leen Van den Neste (resigned in 2022).

losses on the loan portfolio. In 2020, a specific provision was booked for a
total amount of k€ 2,169 as a result of the Covid crisis, compared to lower

Please also comment on the discharge to be granted to the Supervisory

losses booked in 2021 for an amount of k€ 1,428. Also because of the

Director in connection with the execution of their mandate during the past

sale the shareholding of ACEP Burkina S.A. with a capital gain of k€ 900.

financial year.

Please approve the financial statements as of 31 December 2021. Upon

Reappointments and co-option

approval, we propose that the result of the financial year and the profit
carried forward from the previous financial year be appropriated as

propose to appoint the following director to replace Mr. Eric Delecluyse, for

follows:

the statutory period of six years until the General Meeting of 2028:
• Mrs. Nancy Govaerts.

Profit balance to be allocated
Distributable profit for the financial year
Profit of the previous fiscal year carried forward

4,432,500 euro
584,122 euro
3,848,377 euro

Appropriation to capital and reserves

29,206 euro

Appropriation to legal reserve

29,206 euro

Appropriation to unavailable reserves
Appropriation to capital and share premium
Result to be carried forward
Profit to be distributed: Return on capital

29,206 euro
0 euro
3,939,026 euro
464,268 euro

Mrs. Leen Van den Neste resigned from her mandate on the Board of
Directors in 2022. We propose to appoint the following director to replace
Mrs. Leen Van den Neste, for the statutory period of six years until the
General Meeting of 2028:
• Mr. Frank Vereecken
The following board mandate expires on the day of the General Meeting
on April 27, 2022. We propose to renew these mandates for the statutory

Risks and uncertainties

period of six years until the General Meeting of 2028:

• Mr. Frank De Leenheer.
• Mr. Guy Pourveur.

As a result of its activity, Incofin cvso is subject to a series of risks such as,

• Mr. Luc Versele.

for example, credit risks, country risks, exchange-rate risks and liquidity

• Mrs. Anne Van Autreve.

risks. The Board of Directors pays the necessary attention to monitoring

• Mr. Michiel Geers.

these risks and believes that the risks are limited and sufficiently hedged.

• Mr. Justin Daerden.

Information regarding significant events that
occurred after the end of the fiscal year

Ratification of reappointment of directors

No significant events have occurred after the end of the fiscal year that

The reappointments of Mr. Willy Bosmans, Mr. Patrik Haesen and Mr. Vic

could potentially impact the figures of Incofin cvso as of December 31,

van de Moortel, which were approved at the General Meeting of April

2021. All known implications of the COVID crisis were included in the

28, 2021, were never published in the Belgian Official Gazette. In order

2021 figures, but of course all the effects of the crisis are not entirely clear

to comply with the legal publication formalities, we propose to ratify the

yet.

following board mandates for the statutory period of six years until the
General Meeting of 2028:

The Board of Directors also confirms that after the end of the fiscal

• Mr. Willy Bosmans.

year there were no circumstances that could significantly affect the

• Mr. Patrik Haesen.

development of Incofin cvso. The economic sanctions resulting from the

• Mr. Vic Van de Moortel.

Russia-Ukraine conflict and their impact on the EECA region are expected
to remain manageable and do not require specific measures in Incofin
cvso's portfolio.
Incofin cvso did not conduct any research and development activities
during the fiscal year. Incofin cvso has no branch offices.
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8. Auditor’s Report

Potential changes to the legal and fiscal framework in which
Incofin cvso operates

Exchange risks

Incofin cvso is aware that changes in laws and regulations can be made

or future cash flows from these investments will fluctuate due to changes

or that new obligations can arise. Changes in the legal and/or fiscal

in exchange rates.

Investments by Incofin cvso are subject to the risk whereby the fair value

The auditor Deloitte Bedrijfsrevisoren SCCRTL, represented by Maurice

The financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2020 give a

framework within which Incofin cvso operates may adversely affect the

•	Loans in foreign currency: Incofin cvso actively manage the

Vrolix, has issued an unequalified opinion on the statutory annual

true and fair view of the company’s assets, liabilities, financial position

business activities, financial situation, business results and prospects of

exchange risk on the loans they award by using hedging

accounts.

and results in accordance with the financial reporting framework

Incofin cvso. Such unfavourable developments may reduce the value of

techniques (such as cross currency swaps, forwards etc.). If an

applicable in Belgium.

the Incofin cvso shares, as a result of which the investor may lose all or

issued loan is not repaid according to the agreed agreement

part of their investments. Incofin cvso strictly monitors potential changes

(credit risk), Incofin cvso must still fulfil their obligation to the

in the applicable legal and fiscal framework in order to manage such risks

hedging partner. In this scenario, Incofin cvso run an exchange

9. Risk factors

Risk factors that are specific to Incofin
cvso’s activities

and a potential liquidity risk, given that on the spot market, foreign
currency must be purchased at the prevailing price with liquid
assets available at that time.
•	Shareholdings in foreign currency: The exchange risk on

The objectives formulated in the Articles of Association and the nature of

value of the shares. The financial return of Incofin cvso shares consists of

the activities that ensue from this entail a number of risks. Incofin cvso's

a dividend payment to the extent proposed by the Board of Directors and

Credit risks

shareholdings in local currency is not actively hedged. In those

policy is aimed at managing these risks as well as possible without those

approved by the General Assembly of partners. The maximum amount of

On the one hand, Incofin cvso invest in microfinance institutions (MFIs)

cases, the return on the investment is expected to compensate for

risks being completely eliminated.

a dividend is currently set at 6% of the nominal value of a share.

and investment funds that in turn grant loans to persons who often are

the potential depreciation of the currency in question.

unable to offer real guarantees. It cannot, therefore, be ruled out that
By definition, there are risks associated with any investment in securities.

Risk associated with the limited liquidity of Incofin cvso shares

the MFIs and the investment funds in which Incofin cvso invest could at

Interest risk

Incofin cvso make a distinction between risk factors specific to Incofin

There is no secondary market on which Incofin cvso shares are traded.

any point become insolvent, whereby Incofin cvso's investment in these

On the one hand, Incofin cvso operate debt financing and, on the other

cvso's activities and risk factors specific to the ownership of shares.

As it is only possible for a shareholder to withdraw in accordance

entities would be lost. Incofin cvso mitigate this risk by:

hand, they place foreign currency loans with MFIs. The interest on these

Incofin cvso is primarily exposed to the following risk factors (the

with the procedure provided for in the articles of association, there is

• performing rigorous financial analysis;

operations over the course of time is subject to market influences. Incofin

description below is not an exhaustive representation of all the risks

therefore limited liquidity. According to the articles of association (article

• assessing business planning;

cvso will always ensure that the margin between the debit and credit

associated with Incofin cvso shares).

10), shareholders can only withdraw or request a partial withdrawal of

• evaluating management and governance;

interest remains great enough to enable continued growth within Incofin

their shares during the first six months of the financial year, subject to

• regularly reporting on the development of activities;

cvso. Incofin Investment Management, Incofin cvso's fund advisor,

the approval of the Board of Directors. Finally, the shares may only be

• regular on-site follow-up.

manage this risk by (i) using fixed interest rates for both incoming and

Risk factors specific to the offering and
ownership of shares

transferred with the prior approval of the Board of Directors. The funds

outgoing transactions and (ii) by setting a "minimum" return on all lending

that shareholders entrust to Incofin are invested by Incofin cvso as

Country risks

Risks associated with investing in shares/shares of a
cooperative society

efficiently as possible in the core activities. These funds are, according

Incofin cvso invest in developing countries that are subject to significant

to various contracts with the MFIs, used for a certain period as working

country risks. These risks include political risk (e.g. war or civil war) and

Liquidity risk

As with any investment in shares, an investment in Incofin cvso shares

capital to finance micro-entrepreneurs and are therefore not immediately

transfer risk (the inability to recover invested resources from the country

Liquidity risk is the risk arising from Incofin cvso's ability to anticipate its

involves economic risks: when considering an investment decision,

available for withdrawal.

due to a scarcity of foreign currency or other government measures).

liquidity needs in an appropriate and timely manner, taking into account

Incofin cvso mitigate the country risk through reserves (which will be

the available funding sources, in order to be able to meet its financial
commitments.

investors must take into account the fact that they may lose their

transactions.

entire investment in shares. The shares are registered and may not be

Risks related to future changes in dividends

created from October 2018) and through diversification in its investment

transferred. The withdrawal of partners is only permitted in the first

Past returns are no guarantee for the future and no guarantee is given

portfolio.

six months of each financial year, following approval by the Board of

as to future returns. The dividend may decrease or increase today by a

Directors. The Board of Directors cannot refuse the withdrawal of a

maximum of 6% of the nominal value of a share as defined in the Law

Market risks

by Incofin cvso) as well as the availability of liquid assets. The

partner for speculative reasons.

of 20/7/1955 for cooperatives recognized by the Dutch National Council

Investments by Incofin cvso are also exposed to market and

available liquid assets, the available credit lines that Incofin cvso

for Cooperatives. Incofin cvso does not make any forecasts or estimates

environmental risks that cannot covered under insurance terms.

can use and the outstanding loans maturing in the coming year

Return is limited to dividend payments

in view of the maturity of its loan portfolio (i.e. loans granted

are always amply sufficient to meet the necessary financing

about the development of the dividend yield.

The return on an investment in Incofin cvso shares is limited to any

•	Liquidity risk in debt financing: Incofin cvso's liquidity risk is limited

These risks include economic environmental factors, legal certainty and

obligations and to cover any loan defaults.

dividends paid out, since upon withdrawal, exclusion or dissolution, the

No capital protection, no deposit protection scheme

the quality of local regulations on microfinance institutions. Incofin cvso

maximum amount that is paid to an investor is equal to the nominal value

An investment in Incofin cvso shares does not have capital protection

analyze these issues closely and moreover adopts a healthy geographic

and exclusions result in an outgoing cash flow. The number of

of the shares. There is therefore no potential for capital gains on the

or capital guarantee: because there is no protection against future

distribution in the composition of the portfolio in order to minimize this

applications for withdrawals can be subject to strong fluctuations,

shares themselves, while the risk of a loss on the shares of Incofin cvso is

market performance or credit risk, an investor may lose all or part of their

risk.

which may have negative repercussions on Incofin cvso’s liquidity

not excluded. An investor can thus lose all or part of their investment. On

investment.

withdrawal, a partner is entitled to a payment in accordance with Article

•	Liquidity risk due to the withdrawal of partners: withdrawals

position. The Board of Directors can refuse the withdrawal
Despite the experience of Incofin Investment Management, Incofin

of a partner, but not for speculative reasons. If the number of

14 of the Articles of Association and in particular the lower of (i) the

Incofin cvso shares do not qualify for the guarantee of the Protection Fund

cvso's fund advisor in the microfinance industry, there is no guarantee

withdrawals and/or exclusions of partners cannot be controlled

nominal value of the share; or (ii) the book value of the share, calculated

for deposits and financial instruments. An investor may therefore lose all

of identifying sufficiently attractive investments and achieving optimal

from Incofin cvso’s liquidity position, this could lead to partners not

by dividing the shareholders' equity, as shown in the most recently

or part of their investment in the event of total loss of the assets of Incofin

diversification in the portfolio. Each contract is the result of a negotiation

receiving the full nominal value of their shares.

approved financial statements prior to withdrawal, less the reserves, by

cvso or in the event of an impairment in the value of Incofin cvso shares.

and agreement from both the investment committee and the MFI in

the number of existing shares. If applicable, this benefit will be reduced by

question, and is required in order to complete the transaction.

the outstanding full payment obligation. Consequently, upon withdrawal,
the maximum amount that is paid out to a partner equals the nominal
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COVID-19

The Fund’s investments comply with the Fund’s suitability criteria

In order to monitor the achievement of the Fund’s objectives, the

There is a risk that the situation regarding the Covid-19 virus may have a

of the end customers of the financial institutions in the portfolio, their

(including general corporate governance practices). In addition, all

investment adviser monitored the following aspects of the investment

delaying effect on the activities of Incofin cvso. The restrictions imposed in

reduced repayment capacity and limited possibilities in this regard which

investments follow strict diversification rules set by the Fund with at least

portfolio on a quarterly basis and through regular follow-up visits. The

certain regions of the world to guard against the spread of the virus can

includes new investments for Incofin cvso.

75% of the total investment portfolio invested in financial services for the

investment advisor team reported the following annual aggregate ESG

BoP.

indicators to the Board of Directors:

have various consequences, such as: hindering the business activities

10. Incofin’s sustainability impact

ESG risk score

In accordance with the European
2019/2088 Sustainable Finance Disclosures
Regulation - SFDR
Incofin cvso (the “Fund”) was classified on 10th March 2021 as Article

The application of a strict exclusion list prevented the Fund from financing

9, which means that the following content refers to a reference period of

activities with a high environmental and social risk. Thus, the Fund

10 March 2021 to 31 December 2021. In accordance with the SFDR, this

excluded investments that were involved in:

periodic report aims to provide transparency on the overall sustainability-

• the production or trade of illegal products or activities

related impact of the Fund.

• weapons and ammunition1

The Fund’s investment objective is creating a positive impact that goes

• radioactive substances2

beyond financial gain. The Fund focuses on improving the lives of poor

• banned pesticides and/or herbicides

and vulnerable people (the base of the pyramid, or “BoP”), as well as

• ozone-depleting substances subject to international phase-out

having a positive impact on the environment.

• asbestos fibres

In pursuing its sustainability objective, the Fund gives priority to

• commercial logging activities or acquisition of equipment for 		

management of potential sustainability risks associated with its

		

logging in primary forests or high biodiversity value forest areas

investments to ensure that these investments do not cause significant
harm to the environmental or social interest. Therefore, for each potential

In addition, the fund did not finance investments in forced labour or child

investment, the Fund implements and maintains a specific investment

labour.

1

% of the investment portfolio was invested in companies with a minimum score of 60%
on the ESG risk score of the Fund’s consultant (ECHOS ©).

2

% of participations offer services and products targeted at
vulnerable or excluded groups

3

# end customers

4

% of final beneficiaries in rural areas

67%

5

% of participations with more than 20% of the investment portfolio in agriculture

43%

6

Total $ financed by participations in the agricultural sector

7

Share of participations providing loans for educational purposes

54%

8

Share of FI investments providing training services, including women’s emancipation,
business, health and other education services

49%

9

Percentage of FI companies that offer at least once a year to a majority of their
employees further training and/or development of skills related to their essential job
functions.

83%

10

% female end beneficiaries

65%

11

% female staff employed by the supported enterprises

38%

12

% of participations with more than 50% of the investment portfolio in productive activities

88%

13

% of participations applying best practices in labour rights (ECHOS Dimension on Staff
Treatment > 60%)

94%

14

% of participations with an anti-discrimination policy

95%

15

% of participations providing money transfer services

46%

16

Share of FI investments that offer specific loan products to finance renewable energy,
energy-efficient technologies or activities that promote environmentally friendly practices
(such as recycling, waste management, clean water, etc.)

43%

94%3
86%
29,192,510

2,563,499,988

process, selection criteria, an exclusion list and conducts a sustainability
risk and impact assessment.

The Fund invests primarily in financial services companies, and may
also invest directly or indirectly in the following sectors: food and
agribusinesses for the BoP, access to energy for the BoP, access to
education for the BoP, access to education and housing for the BoP and
service providers with relevant impact-related objectives. In addition to a
financial risk analysis, the Fund conducted a social and environmental risk
analysis in the pre-due diligence phase using the ECHOS©-tool and good
governance indicators.

1

This is applicable to companies that are substantially involved in these activities.
With the exception of the purchase of medical equipment, quality control (measurement) equipment and all equipment whose radioactive source is considered insignificant and/
or adequately shielded.

2 

All values are valid as at 31/12/2021.

3 
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